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New York Times Bestseller - Celebrity ListThe selfie photography of Kim Kardashian West, featuring

many never-before-seen personal images from one of the most recognizable and iconic celebrities

in the world. From her early beginnings as a wardrobe stylist, Kim Kardashian West has catapulted

herself into becoming one of the most recognizable celebrities in Hollywood. Hailed by many

(including Givenchy designer Riccardo Tisci) as the modern-day personification of Marilyn Monroe,

Kim has become a true American icon. With her curvaceous style, successful reality TV show

Keeping Up with the Kardashians, DASH clothing store, makeup and perfume lines, she has

acquired a massive fan following in the multi-millions. Through social media (Instagram, Twitter, and

Facebook), Kim connects with her fans on a daily basis, sharing details of her life with her selfie

photography. Widely regarded as a trailblazer of the "selfie movement"â€”a modern-day self-portrait

of the digital ageâ€”Kim has mastered the art of taking flattering and highly personal photos of

oneself. For the first time in print, this book presents some of Kimâ€™s favorite selfies in one

volumeâ€”from her favorite throwback images to current ultra-sexy glam shotsâ€”and provides

readers with a behind-the-scenes look into this larger-than-life star.
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A poor tree died for this.

They should perfume the pages so blind people can hate it, too.



I can recommend the audio version of this book. It lasts 37 seconds. The narrator basically says,

"On this page, we have an idiot and her cleavage looking into a camera," 500 times.

1. Take the money you were planning on buying this book with.2. Look at it reaaaaal good.3. Put it

in an envelope.4. Donate it to Nepal.5. (optional) Go buy yourself some brain cells.

It's a little uncomfortable but doesn't leave pieces behind when you go to wipe like other brands like

Charmin and generic brand toilet paper.

If I could give it 0 rating I would. This book seems like it was made with absolutely no thought,

consideration, just for money! You can't even see the pictures clearly because it's cut right down the

middle & because of the tiny hard book with thick pages it's not easily bendable. Why did they make

the book so tiny?! This was a WASTE of MY money! Don't waste yours, this is garbage!

I bought this book because I wanted to go into the tropical fish business. I really thought this would

be an instructional guide to Sell Fish. The woman with the trout face really threw me off. Apparently

this book is actually about selling melons as I can now see from the cover photo. Buyer beware.

I had a choice between this and a monkey's paw. I chose the monkey's paw. They still made me

take this book. I tried to burn it, but the match turned blue and went out. I threw it in a lake, and all

the fish died. When I drove home, I found it in the back seat. I'm pretty sure that in seven days Kim

is going to crawl out of this book and tell me about her new line of clutch bags. I have a very old,

sickly neighbour; I'm going to let him read it and see if the curse transfers to him. Man, I hope so.
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